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Abstract
Images are the most well-known methods of correspondence utilized in different fields, such as
clinical, research, mechanical, military and more. In the period of data innovation, the most
fundamental part of data trade and correspondence is the Internet. With the headway of data
innovation and the web, computerized media has gotten one of the most notable information move
devices, however it actually faces various difficulties including confirmation issues, furthermore
change, copyright assurance. Stenography and cryptography are the most popular technique of image
or data security. In cryptography asymmetric RSA algorithm is one of the best algorithms to use for
image encryption purpose. It is very difficult for unauthorized person to get the data from RSA
encrypted data. In stenography LSB technique is most popular and secure to hide an image in an
image. So, in this paper, present the improve image security technique in combination method of LSB
stenography and RSA encryption algorithm. First hide an image into an image using the LSB
technique, after that get the embedded image in which secrete image is hidden into the cover image.
So now apply the asymmetric RSA encryption algorithm on the embedded image to get the cover
image. Using this method now the security of the secrete image is more improved which is very
difficult to unauthorized person to creak it.
Keywords: RSA, LSB, Stenography, cryptography, encryption, image.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the period of data innovation, the most indispensable portion of data trade and
correspondence is the Internet. With the headway of data innovation and the web,
computerized media has gotten one of the most notable information move apparatuses;
however it actually faces various difficulties including confirmation issues, alteration, and
copyright insurance. Numerous methods, for example, encryption, confirmation,
steganography, and so forth can be utilized to protect the digital information
[1].Cryptography has two significant cycles: encryption and decryption. Encryption is the
way toward encoding the first message into a message that can't be deciphered as the first,
while unscrambling is changing the message that was encoded in the first message. There are
two encryption models calculations are symmetric keys and asymmetric keys. A symmetric
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key uses a common key to encode and decode a message. The asymmetric key uses two keys:
the public key and the private key [2].

Fig 1 : Symmetric Key Cryptography

Fig 2 : Asymmetric Key Cryptography
Today, mainstream researchers have seen extraordinary enthusiasm for data encryption to
shield important data from undesirable person. Subsequently, different encryption algorithms
have been utilized in computerized data encryption to accomplish this objective, for example,
DES, GA, AES, RSA algorithms, and so on [3]. Encryption is a kind of picture security
technique that gives a protected method to move and store pictures over the Internet. Security
is the essential worry of any framework to protect the respectability, privacy and credibility
of the picture. Despite the fact that encryption is a powerful way, it likewise represents a
security issue if information with grey scale is increasingly various [4]. Steganography is a
secret communication technique that is done by infusing the secret information into picture,
sound and video records. In picture Steganography, the measurable properties of the picture
must be protected in the wake of veiling the secret information in the picture. There are
mainly three types of Steganography image, video and audio Steganography [5,6]. In image
or picture steganography, the statistical properties of the picture must be maintained after
masking the secret data in the image. LSB and PVD are the most popular steganography
techniques [6].
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2. RSA ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
The RSA algorithm is the one of the most popular and large used for public key encryption
approach. The advanced mark is an approval framework that permits the sender of the
message to attach the code as a computerized signature. Customarily, the high level imprint is
molded by taking the hash of the message and encoding the message with the ender's private
key. This imprint guarantees the source and genuineness of the message [2]. RSA is one of
the most normally utilized algorithms for computerized picture security or advanced picture
encoding. Encryption is probably the most straight forward approaches to ensure data and
pictures through correspondence. In an encoded picture, nobody can see the original
information or picture in it. To show the original picture or information, you can utilize the
disentangling method to get the first picture from the encoded picture [7].
3. LSB STEGANOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE
The information covered up in the picture is isolated into two domains, specifically the
frequency and spatial domain. In the domain of frequency, the data is veiled by first changing
the cover data. The broadly utilized techniques are SVD, DWT and DCT. In the domain of
spatial, the secret data is embedded straightforwardly by changing the pixel estimation of the
spread picture. LSB and MSB are the most famous methods in spatial domain [8]. Least
Significant Bit Replacement (LSB) is a notable steganographic plot, in which the LSBs in the
spread picture are supplanted with secret information bits to get the steganographic picture
[9] . It has the upsides of a high payload, great visual indistinctness and extraordinary
simplicity of usage. In any case, in the replacement for LSB, the inclusion pixels with even
qualities are not changed or expanded by 1, while the opposite is valid for pixels with odd
qualities [10].
4. PROPOSED DESIGN TECHNIQUE
In proposed design technique to improve image security of the secrete image first hide the
secrete image into the cover image after that get the embedded image that is seen similar as
the cover image but it consist of secrete image. After get the embedded image apply the RSA
encryption algorithm on it and get the encrypted image that is totally differ then the original
and secrete image. Hence using the two layer of security improved the image security in
combination method of LSB stenography and RSA encryption algorithm.
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Fig 3 :Flow Chart of Proposed Design Implementation

In Fig 4 and Fig 5 shown the cover image tiger and secret image of rear coin respectively,
now hide the secret image into the cover image using LSB technique and get the embedded
image that is same as the cover image tiger, shown in Fig 6. Now apply the RSA encryption
algorithm on it and get the encrypted image that is totally differ then the original image which
is shown in Fig 7. To analysis the security levels of the shown the histogram of cover image
and encrypted image is shown in the Fig 8 and Fig 9 respectively.
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Fig 4 :Cover Picture of The Tiger

Fig 5 :Secret Picture of The Rear Coin
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Fig 6 : Embedded Picture

Fig 7 :Encrypted Picture
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Fig 8 :Histogram of Cover Image

Fig 9 : Encrypted Image Histogram
Again, take another example, in which hide the car model design into the panda image. In Fig
10 and Fig 11 shown the cover image of panda and secret image of car design respectively,
now hide the secret image of car design into the cover image of panda using LSB technique
and get the embedded image that is same as the cover image of tiger, shown in Fig 12. Now
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apply the RSA encryption algorithm on it and get the encrypted image that is totally differ
then the original image which is shown in Fig 13. To analysis the security levels of the shown
the histogram of cover image and encrypted image is shown in the Fig 14 and Fig 15
respectively.

Fig 10 :Cover Image Tiger

Fig 11 :Secret Image rear coin
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Fig 12 : Embedded Image

Fig 13: Embedded Image
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Fig 14 :Histogram of Cover Image

Fig 15 :Histogram of Embedded Image
5. CONCLUSION
In the today world the security of the data is very important to transmit it through any
communication channel. The Stenography and cryptography are the most popular technique
to enhance the data or image security. In proposed work done, apply the dual level of
security, stenography and cryptography together. First hide the secrete image into the cover
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image and after hiding the image get the steno or embedded image that is seen same as the
cover image but it also consists of secrete image that is hidden in it. After get the steno or
embedded image, apply the most popular asymmetric RSA algorithm on it, to encrypt the
embedded image. After encryption get the encrypted image that totally differ then the original
images. So, no one can get the secrete image data from the encrypted image, it is very
difficult to get the secrete image data from the encrypted image through unauthorized person.
The histogram also shown that the encrypted image data are totally differ then the cover
image or original image data. Hence it is very difficult to creak it.
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